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In the original publication of ‘The impact of periventricular white matter lesions in patients with bipolar disorder type I’ some errors appeared in the reference section. The following notes the necessary corrections to these errors:

- Within reference 1 “2002” should be “2002a”
- Within reference 2 “2002” should be “2002b”
- Within reference 17 “2012” should be “2012a”
- Within reference 25 “2008” should be “2008a”
- Within reference 41 “2003” should be “2003a”
- Citation 44 should instead be: Soares JC. Contributions from brain imaging to the elucidation of pathophysiology of bipolar disorder. *Int J Neuropsychopharmacol.* 2003; 6(2): 171-180.
- Within reference 62 “2012” should be “2012b”
- Citation 64 should instead be: Alexopoulos GS, Meyers BS, Young RC, Campbell S, Silbersweig D, Carlson M. ‘Vascular depression’ hypothesis. *Arch Gen Psychiatry.* 1997; 54(10): 915-922.
- Within reference 65 “2008” should be “2008b”
- Within reference 82 “2003” should be “2003b”

The authors regret these errors.
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